
Integrated Business Planning

Work off a single-view dashboard to monitor 
key inventory KPIs 
Easily monitor all items across all distribution 
channels by taking seasonality into account
Know which items are the most-profitable on 
which channel to plan accurate quantities
Adjust forecast based on volatile demand and 
fluctuations in pricing 

Acumatica & Netstock: 
A powerful inventory 
solution for eCommerce 
businesses 
Ensure optimal item availability across 
every channel. 

Netstock empowers Acumatica customers to 
increase inventory visibility across multiple 
channels reducing excess and minimizing 
stock-outs. Customers can quickly optimize and 
enhance forecasting and sales to achieve 
greater operational and customer efficiency in 
the competitive eCommerce landscape.

Netstock enhances data in 
your Acumatica ERP

Synchronize inventory levels and accurately predict 
demand while considering fluctuations in sales, 
seasonality, and rapidly changing customer 
behavior and preferences.

Achieve granular forecasting accuracy 

•

•

•
•

Forecast based on style, color, size, or other
group levels
Forecast per customer and channel and
combine to create one replenishment plan
Flag historical events for future forecasting
Create seasonal group profiles to forecast new
items with no history

 eCommerce Industry

Increase inventory visibility 
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Promotions and events 

• Predict future outcomes of events and
promotions across products, customers,
and categories

Item classification

•

•

Automatically classify each item according
to sales and velocity
Allocate and automatically adjust safety
stock levels for each item based on its
inventory policies and how fast the items
are selling

Netstock unlocks operating cash

Minimize 
stock-outs
 Retain customers 
and increase sales

Reduce excess
stock

Release cash that's tied up 
in excess inventory

Place orders
quicker

Save time on planning, 
forecasting and ordering

Enhance functional 
collaboration

Align sales, operations, 
and finance



Contact Us

About Netstock

Ready to get started?
Connect with Netstock today to accelerate your supply chain plainning

With the Netstock dashboard, I can quickly see stock-outs and potential 
stock-outs, which allows me to have a focussed conversation with my 
sales team to determine what’s coming up and what else I need to 
consider when placing orders - Best Vinyl.

Best Vinyl reduces its inventory value by 50%

For me, the Netstock classification matrix is an impressive feature as it 
looks at your high-value and high-velocity items and plots them on a 
matrix that defines each item’s level of importance in your business. We 
could quickly see which were our slow-moving items and, by running 
promotions, could reduce those. We now have that “big picture” view 
and can action things like potential stock-outs before it becomes a 
problem - Tayse Rugs.

Tayse Rugs combats lost sales from stock-outs

Netstock helped to manage our forecasts for each of our markets and 
consolidated our global demand, providing us with recommended 
orders across our style range. What used to take weeks to refresh and 
review our data now takes a fraction of the time and allows us to make 
more timely decisions. We have more time on our hands to scale our 
business and focus on other challenges - Zhik. 

Zhik reduced long lead times and high MOQ items 

Why Acumatica customers trust Netstock

https://www.netstock.com/get-started/



